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“O! immodest mortal! Your destiny is the joy of watching the evershifting
battle!”
Ludwig Boltzmann
† Lecture given at the International Meeting “Boltzmann’s Legacy - 150
Years after his Birth”, organized by the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 25
- 28 May 1994, in Rome, to be published in: “Atti dell”Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei”, 1997.
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1 Introduction
I received two invitations to this meeting: in the first unofficial one I was asked to
speak ”on the transport properties of dense gases”. This involves the generalization
of the Boltzmann equation to higher densities, a topic on which I have worked for
more than 35 years. Later, I also received an official invitation, in which I was asked
to give a lecture of “a generalized character”. Although the first topic would be a
natural and relatively easy one, since I have spoken on it often and thought about
it a lot, the second one seemed much more difficult but irresistibly challenging, in
allowing me to view Boltzmann’s work in the last century from the perspective of
the end of this century. This seems at first sight to be a precarious undertaking for
a research scientist, but, as I hope to make clear to you, there may be advantages to
this. While the historian of science is able to place the work of a scientist of the past
in the context of that of his contemporaries the research scientist can place the work
of that scientist in the context of present day research and, up to a point, identify with
his difficulties and achievements in the past on the basis of his own experience in the
present day. I embark then on my perilous self-imposed task in the hope of providing
some new perspectives on Boltzmann and his work, which are, I hope, historically
not too inaccurate as far as the past is concerned, and stimulating, if not provocative,
as far as the future is concerned.
2 Boltzmann, mechanics and statistics.
At the time Boltzmann, born in 1844, began his career, Mechanics was the queen of
theoretical physics, by far the most completely developed part of theoretical physics,
the example as well as the ultimate goal for all other branches of theoretical physics.
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In the second half of the 19th century two major obstacles were to present themselves
to this: the Second Law of Thermodynamics and Electromagnetism. Boltzmann’s
first attempt to “mechanize” the Second Law can be found already in his second
paper, published at age 22 in 1866, entitled “On the Mechanical Meaning of the
Second Law of the Theory of Heat”[1]. It is good to keep in mind that the Second
Law consists of two parts; 1. a reversible and 2. an irreversible one. 1. introduces
the existence of an integrating factor, the inverse absolute temperature 1/T, for the
heat dQ reversibly supplied to or removed from a system, such that dQ/T = dS,
the (total) differential of the entropy S; 2. states that the entropy of an isolated
(adiabatic) system can never decrease. In section IV of Boltzmann’s 1866 paper:
“Proof of the Second Law of the Mechanical Theory of Heat” he mainly addresses
the first aspect and is very cavalier about the second, the more difficult or, perhaps
better, intractable one. He first deals with the case that heat is supplied to a system
under the condition of equality of the inner and outer pressure of the system, and he
shows that in that case
∮
dQ/T =
∮
dS = 0. He then argues that if this equality
of pressures does not obtain, dQ must be smaller, so that in that case
∮
dQ/T < 0.
This is clearly at best a physical argument not a mechanical proof!
Two years later in a paper called: “Studies on the Equilibrium of the Kinetic
Energy Between Moving Material Points”[2], he follows Maxwell in introducing prob-
ability concepts into his mechanical considerations and discusses a generalization of
Maxwell’s distribution function for point particles in free space to the very general
case that “a number of material points move under the influence of forces for which
a potential function exists. One has to find the probability that each one of them
moves through a given volume with a given velocity and velocity direction”. This
is the first of many papers in which Boltzmann discusses and generalizes Maxwell’s
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velocity distribution for point particles in free space to the case that external forces
are present[2,3] and to (polyatomic) molecules[4], leading to the Boltzmann factor and
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function[5].
Yet in 1872, when Boltzmann derived in his paper: “Further Studies on Ther-
mal Equilibrium Between Gas Molecules” what we now call the Boltzmann equation
for the single particle position and velocity distribution function in a dilute gas[6]
and used, following Clausius and Maxwell, what the Ehrenfests called the Stoszzahl
Ansatz, he does not seem to have fully realized the statistical nature of this assump-
tion and therefore also of the ensuing H-theorem, for the approach to equilibrium.
He says[7]: “One has therefore rigorously proved that, whatever the distribution of
the kinetic energy at the initial time might have been, it will, after a very long time,
always necessarily approach that found by Maxwell”.
The beauty of the H-theorem was that it derived in one swoop both aspects of the
Second Law: first the (irreversible) approach to thermal equilibrium and then, from
the value of the H-function in equilibrium, the connection between the H-function
and Clausius’ entropy S: H = –const. S + const. Only later forced by Loschmidt’s
Reversibility Paradox[8] and Zermelo’s Recurrence Paradox[9], as the Ehrenfests were
to call them[10], did Boltzmann clearly state the probabilistic nature of the Stoszzahl
Ansatz, viz. that the Stoszzahl Ansatz and the H-theorem only held for disordered
states of the gas and that these states were much more probable than the ordered
ones, since the number of the first far exceeded that of the second.
In the paper itself, however, this is never mentioned; it is as if the Ansatz was
self evident. Therefore, Boltzmann did not derive here the Second Law purely from
mechanics alone either and till the present day, no mechanical derivation of the
Boltzmann equation exists, although the Stoszzahl Ansatz must ultimately be deriv-
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able from the mechanics of a very large number N of particles, i.e., from “large
N-dynamics”.
I must admit that I find it difficult to assess Boltzmann’s precise attitude to-
wards the mixture of mechanics and statistics that a description of the behavior of
macroscopic systems – gases mainly for him – necessitates. Uhlenbeck, a student
of Ehrenfest’s, who was himself a student of Boltzmann’s, told me several times:
“Boltzmann was sometimes confusing in his writings on the statistical aspects of his
work and this, in part, prompted the Ehrenfests to write their clarifying and in a way
definitive article to answer his opponents[10]”.
The depth of ill-feelings generated by Boltzmann’s exhausting discussions with his
German colleagues, especially the Energeticists[11] and the resistance to his ideas, in
particular with regards to the H-theorem that surrounded him, still resonated for me
when Uhlenbeck said to me one day in some mixture of anger and indignation: “that
damned Zermelo, a student of Planck’s, nota bene”[12], an echo after two generations
of past injustice and pain inflicted on Boltzmann by his hostile environment. Let
me quote Boltzmann himself in his introduction to his response to Zermelo in 1896,
for another aspect of his isolation and near desperation. After having explained that
he has repeatedly and as clearly as possible emphasized in his publications that the
Maxwell distribution function as well as the Second Law are of a statistical nature,
he says[9a]: “Although the treatise by Mr. Zermelo “On a Dynamical Theorem and
the Mechanical Theory of Heat” admittedly shows that my above mentioned papers
have still not been understood, nevertheless I have to be pleased with his article as
being the first proof that these papers have been noticed in Germany at all”.
I want to cite a second indication of this solitude. Boltzmann wrote a letter to H.
A. Lorentz in 1891, in response to a letter Lorentz sent to him, which pointed out for
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the second time an error in one of his papers[13]: “Already from the postmark and the
handwriting I knew that the letter came from you and it pleased me. Of course, each
letter from you implies that I have made an error; but I learn then always so much,
that I would almost wish to make still more errors to receive even more letters from
you”. This quotation must be seen in the above mentioned context of Boltzmann’s
isolation in the German speaking countries, since in an earlier letter to Lorentz in
1886, in response to the above mentioned earlier error he made, he says[14]: “I am
very pleased that I have found in you someone who works on the extension of my
ideas about the theory of gases. In Germany, there is almost no one who understands
this properly”.
Probably motivated by the opposition of his contemporaries to his mechanical
or kinetic method to prove the Second Law on the basis of the Boltzmann equation
via the H-theorem, Boltzmann switched completely in 1877, when he introduced his
statistical method, as the Ehrenfests called it, with no mechanical component in
it at all, leading to the famous relation between entropy and probability. In this
1877 paper: “On the Relation Between the Second Law of Thermodynamics and
Probability Theory with Respect to the Laws of Thermal Equilibrium[15]” he begins
by saying[16]: “A relation between the Second Law and probability theory showed, as
I proved[4b], that an analytical proof of it is possible on no other basis than one taken
from probability theory”.
Boltzmann emphasizes this necessity of probability concepts to understand the
Second Law throughout the 1890’s, when he mainly argued with his opponents over
the interpretation of the H-theorem: his creative period had lasted about twenty
years and one could ask to what extent this had been influenced by his difficulties
with his contemporaries. To be sure, Boltzmann’s explanations of the crucial points
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concerning the interplay between mechanics and probability which were at the heart
of Loschmidt’s and Zermelo’s objections to the H-theorem, although basically correct,
did not capture all the subtleties of the necessary arguments and together with the
hostile Zeitgeist made his efforts largely unsuccessful, certainly for himself. One must
admit, though, that even today it is not easy to explain the paradoxes clearly, even
to a sympathetic audience!
In particular, in his rebuttal of Zermelo’s Recurrence Paradox[9] in 1896 and 1897
Boltzmann argued as clearly as he could, from a great variety of points of view, just
as he had done twenty years earlier against Loschmidt’s Reversibility Paradox[8]. It
seems like a last vigorous attempt to show once and for all that there was really
no conflict between mechanics and his kinetic theory. It was to no avail and this
must have greatly depressed him. When Einstein in 1905 proved the existence of
atoms by Brownian motion[17], it was far too late: Einstein was still unknown in
1905 and Boltzmann had probably given up long before then. I do not know whether
Boltzmann ever read or heard of Einstein’s paper, but if he did, although other causes
undoubtedly played a role, it might – considering the state he must have been in –
have contributed to, rather than prevented, his suicide in 1906. A systematic, critical
and very structured account of Boltzmann’s arguments was finally presented in 1909 -
1911 by the Ehrenfests’ “Apologia” in their above mentioned Encyclopedia article[10].
It is ironic perhaps to note that Boltzmann’s second approach, the statistical
method, introducing what we now call Boltzmann statistics, has been in retrospect
much more influential than the first, the kinetic method. This is in part because it
has turned out that a meaningful generalization of Boltzmann’s equation to higher
densities, as well as obtaining concrete results from such an equation, have proved
very difficult. Nevertheless, many new deeper insights into the behavior of dense
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nonequilibrium fluids have resulted from this work[18]. Boltzmann himself clearly
preferred the kinetic method over the statistical method, because it was based on the
dynamics, i.e., the collisions between the molecules out of which the gas consists and
therefore allowed a direct connection with the motion of the particles. That statistics
also came in was finally due to the presence of very many particles, but no substitute
for the basic mechanical nature of the behavior of gases. As if he had a premonition of
this future development, Boltzmann’s summarizing “Lectures on Gas Theory”[19] are
almost exclusively devoted to the kinetic method and hardly mention the statistical
method at all.
Boltzmann never lost his predilection for mechanics. In his 1891-1893 lectures
on Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism[20a], he used, wherever he could, elaborate
mechanical analogies, by endowing the ether with all kinds of intricate mechanical
properties. This had been started by Maxwell himself in 1856[21] but later Maxwell
abandoned this approach in his presentations. Boltzmann was very well aware of
his “old-fashioned” mechanical predilection. I quote what he said, in a lecture “On
Recent Developments of the Methods of Theoretical Physics”, at a Naturforschung
meeting in Munich in 1899[22]. After having described the situation in theoretical
physics as it existed at the beginning of his studies when[23] “the task of physics
seemed to reduce itself, for the entire future, to determining the force between any
two atoms and then integrating the equations that follow from all these interactions
for the relevant initial conditions,” he continues: “How everything has changed since
then! Indeed, when I look back at all these developments and revolutions, I see myself
as an old man in scientific experience. Yes, I could say, I am the only one left of those
who still embrace the old wholeheartedly, at least I am the only one who still fights for
it as much as he can ... I present myself therefore to you as a reactionary, a straggler,
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who adores the old, classical rather than the newer things...”.
Although it was Boltzmann himself who introduced the idea of an ensemble of
systems (he called it “Inbegriff” or “collection”), this (probabilistic) “trick”, as he
later called it, did not deter him from a deep mechanical point of view as well. The
ensemble is first mentioned in the beginning of a paper in 1871 entitled[4b] “Some
General Theorems on Thermal Equilibrium”: “One has a very large number of sys-
tems of material points (similar to a gas which consists of very many molecules, each
of which itself is again a system of material points). Let the state of any one of
these point systems at any time t be determined by n variables s1...sn; ........ we
have only to assume that between the material points of the various point systems
no interaction ever occurs. What one calls in the theory of gases the collisions of the
molecules, will be excluded in the present investigation......The number of variables s
that determines the state as well as the differential equations [of motion] should be
the same for all systems. The initial values of the variables s and consequently the
states at an arbitrary time t on the other hand should be different for the various
point systems”[24]. It was a neat trick to compute the macroscopic observables of a
gas as an average over many samples of the gas, each with different initial coordinates
and momenta of the gas particles, assuming tacitly equal a priori probability of all the
possible microstates of the gas with the same total energy. It was much easier than
following the motion of all the particles in a given system in time and then taking a
time average. Boltzmann used it to determine the equilibrium distribution function
for a gas in thermal equilibrium. Curiously enough, Maxwell used the same idea in-
dependently in an 1879 paper entitled[25]: “On Boltzmann’s Theorem on the Average
Distribution of Energy in a System of Material Points”. He says[26]: “I have found
it convenient, instead of considering one system of material particles, to consider a
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large number of systems similar to each other in all respects, except in the initial
circumstances of the motion, which are supposed to vary from system to system, the
total energy being the same in all. In the statistical investigation of the motion, we
confine our attention to the number of those systems which at a given time are in a
phase such that the variables which define it lie within given limits”. Maxwell does
not mention Boltzmann here because he probably stopped reading Boltzmann after
1868, due to the - for him - excruciating amount of detail in the latter’s papers[27].
That Boltzmann had indeed not abandoned his hopes of giving a mechanical in-
terpretation of the Second Law is borne out by his work on Helmholtz’s monocycles,
first published in 1884, in his paper[28]: “On the Properties of Monocyclic and Other
Related Systems”, which allowed a formal analogy between appropriate changes of
these simple mechanical systems characterized by a single frequency[29] and those ap-
pearing in the First and the Second Law for reversible thermodynamic changes. He
begins this paper as follows[30]: “The most complete mechanical proof of the Second
Law would clearly consist in showing that for each arbitrary mechanical process equa-
tions exist that are analogous to those of the Theory of Heat. Since, however, on the
one hand the Law does not seem [my italics] to be correct in this generality and on
the other hand, because of our ignorance of the nature of the so-called [my italics]
atoms, the mechanical conditions under which the heat motion proceeds cannot be
precisely specified, the problem arises to investigate in which cases and to what ex-
tent the equations of mechanics are analogous to those of the Theory of Heat”. He
continues: “One will not be concerned here with the construction of mechanical sys-
tems, which are completely identical with warm bodies, but rather with identifying
all systems, that exhibit behavior more or less analogous to that of warm bodies”.
He further elaborates on this analogy in two more papers in the following years[31].
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I quote the beginning of the third paper[31b] “New Proof of a Theorem Formulated
by Helmholtz Concerning the Properties of Monocyclic Systems”, to illustrate the
importance Boltzmann attached to this work: “The great importance which the in-
troduction of the notion of monocyclic systems and the development of their most
important properties has for all investigations concerning the Second Law should
make the following considerations appear as not completely superfluous...”.
As an aside, I remark that Boltzmann’s writings on the existence of atoms seem
to be ambivalent and a mixture of, on the one hand, actually using atomism all
through his works and elaborately discussing the many arguments in favor of it[32a],
while, on the other hand, stating in writing the possibility of other equally valid
descriptions of nature, as provided by the Energeticists or phenomenologists. Thus
in his 1899 lecture mentioned above, he says[32b]: “From this follows that it cannot
be our task to find an absolutely correct theory, but rather the simplest possible
picture which represents experiment as best as possible. One could even think of the
possibility of two entirely different theories, which are both equally simple and agree
with the phenomena equally well, which therefore, although completely different, are
both equally correct”. Although true, I find it hard to escape the impression that
this statement was meant more as an attempt to assuage his Energeticists opponents
than as an account of his actual position. The difficulty, of course, was that at the
time evidence for the existence of atoms was ultimately only circumstantial and that
no direct experimental demonstration in any fashion had yet been given.
In the same 1884 paper mentioned above, Boltzmann introduces the notion of
Ergoden[33]. It was used by Boltzmann as an equilibrium ensemble of systems (Gibbs’
micro-canonical ensemble). According to the Ehrenfests[10], Boltzmann defines an
ergodic system as one whose unperturbed motion goes, when indefinitely continued,
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finally “through each phase point” that is consistent with its given total energy. In this
way Boltzmann suggested how to understand on the basis of the dynamics of the gas
molecules, i.e., from mechanics, that “ergodic (ensemble) averages”[34] in phase space
could replace the time averages through which the macroscopic properties of the gas
were defined. In their article, the Ehrenfests argued that Boltzmann’s requirement for
an ergodic system was too strong and they replaced it by introducing a quasi- ergodic
system “which approaches each point of the energy surface arbitrarily close”. The idea
is that under such conditions the time and ensemble averages would still be the same.
The classical ergodic theory culminated in Birkhoff’s ergodic theorems[35] proving the
existence of the time average and then for metrically transitive systems the equality
of time and phase space averages. Later, it was the application of dynamical systems
theory and the introduction of the concept of measure which allowed the more precise
unification of mechanics and statistics that Boltzmann had in mind.
As in electromagnetic theory, so in the theory of gases, the mechanical aspects have
been obliterated. In the theory of gases this occurred not only through Boltzmann’s
statistical method but mainly through Gibbs’ 1902 book “Elementary Principles in
Statistical Mechanics”[36]. It was also there that the term “Statistical Mechanics”
was first introduced. Here, on purpose, all reference to the molecular ”constitution
of matter” was as much as possible avoided to achieve a generality similar to that of
thermodynamics. The book was mainly devoted to a study of thermal equilibrium:
the canonical ensemble, already introduced by Boltzmann[29] for a system in thermal
equilibrium at a given temperature, as well as the micro-canonical ensemble were given
their names and extensively studied. Their connection with thermodynamics was
made via a thermodynamic analogy[37], as had been done earlier by Boltzmann[4c,15,28].
While thermodynamics never changed and was essentially unaffected by the advent of
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quantum mechanics - except for the addition of the third law, which is not as absolute
and general as the first two - Gibbs’ ensembles had only to be modified slightly to
accommodate quantum mechanics.
The Ehrenfests were rather critical of Gibbs’ contributions to statistical mechanics
and they gave a very subjective presentation of his accomplishments[38]. The main
criticism was that Gibbs had only devoted essentially one chapter - and a purely
descriptive at that - to the problem of the approach to equilibrium (ch.12), a prob-
lem that was central in the considerations of Boltzmann and the Ehrenfests. In this
chapter Gibbs describes a generalization of Boltzmann’s H-theorem in µ-space, the
phase space of one molecule, to Γ-space, the phase space of the entire gas. This con-
sideration, as well as the rest of the book, was entirely based on probability notions,
and the whole basic molecular mechanism of collisions - viz. that of binary collisions
for the dilute gas which Boltzmann had considered - was completely absent. I think
the Ehrenfests’ critical attitude in this has turned out to be unjustified since Gibbs’
statistical mechanics has been far more influential than they surmised at the time. In
fact, it has dominated the entire twentieth century and only now, with a renewed in-
terest in nonequilibrium phenomena, is a revival of Boltzmann’s mechanistic approach
reemerging. Here one should keep in mind two things. First, even simple nonequilib-
rium phenomena are often far more difficult to treat than many rather complicated
equilibrium phenomena. Second, starting with L. S. Ornstein’s Ph.D. thesis “Ap-
plication of the Statistical Mechanics of Gibbs to Molecular-Theoretical Questions”
written under Lorentz’s direction in 1908[39], the calculation of the thermodynamic
properties of a gas in thermal equilibrium via the canonical and related distribu-
tion functions turned out to be far simpler than those based on the microcanonical
ensemble. Gibbs’ statistical mechanics has not only led to enormous advances in equi-
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librium statistical mechanics but also, by virtue of, for instance, the introduction of
the Renormalization Group in the theory of critical phenomena, to entirely new ways
of thinking about what is relevant in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. And yet ...
3 Return of Mechanics - Boltzmann’s Heritage
The revival of the role of mechanics in statistical mechanics is due to important
new developments in mechanics itself or as it is now called the theory of dynami-
cal systems, especially by the Russian school of mathematics, emanating from A. N.
Kolmogorov and Ya. G. Sinai. This has lead in recent years to a beginning of a dy-
namical formulation of statistical mechanical problems, especially for nonequilibrium
systems, near or far from equilibrium. Far from equilibrium means here a system with
large gradients and therefore large deviations from Maxwell’s (local) equilibrium ve-
locity distribution function, where hydrodynamics cannot be applied, not a turbulent
system, where a hydrodynamic description is still (believed to be) applicable. I will
quote three examples.
1. Boltzmann’s notion of ergodicity for Hamiltonian systems in equilibrium on the
energy surface has, in a way, been generalized by Sinai, Ruelle and Bowen (SRB)[40] to
dissipative systems in a nonequilibrium stationary state. In that case the attractor,
corresponding to the nonequilibrium stationary state, plays the role of the energy
surface in equilibrium and the SRB measure on the attractor in terms of expanding,
i.e., positive Lyapunov exponents (which determine the rate of exponential separation
of two initially very close trajectories) replaces the Liouville measure on the energy
surface for systems in equilibrium. This allows the assignment of purely dynami-
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cal weights to a macroscopic system even far from equilibrium, since the molecules,
whose dynamical properties one uses, do not know how far the system is from equi-
librium, as equilibrium is a macroscopic non-molecular concept, or, to paraphrase
Maxwell[41]: “When one gets to the molecules the distinction between heat and work
disappears, because both are [ultimately molecular] energy”. This approach seems to
differ in principle from the conventional ones, based on extending Gibbs’ equilibrium
ensembles to nonequilibrium, e.g. via a Chapman-Enskog-like solution of the Liou-
ville equation for the entire system (instead of for the Boltzmann equation, for which
it was originally designed). To be sure, these Gibbsian nonequilibrium ensembles
also contain dynamics - no nonequilibrium description is possible without it - but
not as unadulterated as in the SRB-measure. The farthest one has gone with these
nonequilibrium Gibbs ensembles is the Kawasaki distribution function[42] and it is not
excluded that there is an intimate connection between this distribution function and
the SRB measure.
Recently the SRB measure has been checked for the first time far from equilibrium
for a many (56) particle system by a computer experiment[43]. Here one studies very
large temporary fluctuations of a shearing fluid in stationary states with very large
shear rates. The ratio of the fluctuations of the stress tensor to have, during a finite
time, a given value parallel or opposite to the applied shear stress, i.e. consistent
with or “in violation of” the Second Law, respectively, was measured and found to be
given correctly on the basis of the SRB measure. In fact, one has recently been able to
indicate how this, in a way typical nonequilibrium statistical mechanical system, can
perhaps be discussed on the basis of the SRB measure: at least a scenario has been
formulated, where one could hope, at least in principle, to derive the just mentioned
result rigorously from the SRB measure with “large N-dynamics”[44].
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2. Relations between the transport coefficients and the Lyapunov exponents of a
fluid in a nonequilibrium stationary state have been uncovered. While the former refer
to hydrodynamic, i.e., nonequilibrium properties in ordinary three dimensional space,
the latter refer to the dynamical behavior on the attractor in the multidimensional
phase-space of the entire system. For the above mentioned many particle shearing
fluid in a nonequilibrium stationary state, one has obtained an explicit expression for
the viscosity coefficient of this fluid in terms of its two maximal - i.e., its largest and
its smallest - Lyapunov exponents[45]. This expression gives a value for the viscosity
which agrees numerically with that found directly from computer simulations for a
108 and 864 particle shearing fluid, not only in the linear (hydrodynamic) regime
near equilibrium, where the viscosity is independent of the imposed shear rate, but
even in the non-linear (rheological) regime, far from equilibrium, where the viscosity
coefficient itself depends on the shear rate.
3. A somewhat analogous expression has been derived for the linear diffusion
coefficient of a point particle in a regular triangular array of hard disks[46]. In addition,
the diffusion coefficient[47,48a] as well as the pressure[48b] for this system have been
computed using a cycle-expansion, i.e., an expansion in terms of the periods and
Lyapunov exponents of the unstable periodic orbits of the particle in the hard disk
system. Furthermore a number of rigorous results have been proved for the linear
transport behavior of this system based on the SRB measure[49].
In all these cases the re-emergence of dynamics appears in a global Gibbsian-
sense, in that it involves global Lyapunov exponents of the entire system, not detailed
collision dynamics between small groups of particles as in kinetic theory.
It appears therefore that Boltzmann’s attachment to mechanics, as exemplified by
his unceasing attempts at a mechanical interpretation of the macroscopic behavior
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of many particle systems, in particular of the Second Law of thermodynamics, has
re-emerged after a hundred years, thanks to new developments in mechanics. I note
that these new developments, apart from the above mentioned statistical mechanical
problems, have so far been applied mainly to simple (one-dimensional) maps and few
particle (i.e., few degrees of freedom) systems. For the connection with statistical
mechanics it seems important to introduce methods into these dynamical consider-
ations which use explicitly the very large number of degrees of freedom typical for
statistical mechanical, i.e., for macroscopic systems. Such “large N-dynamics” could
lead to a “statistical” dynamics that might be crucial to bridge the gap between the
prevailing rigorous treatments of dynamical systems of a few degrees of freedom on
the one hand and statistical mechanics on the other hand. For example, important
distinctions in “small N-dynamics” as to the exact number of conservation laws (or
of Axiom-A systems)[50] might be less relevant in the “large N-dynamics” for macro-
scopic systems.
A case in point would be to establish a connection between dynamical system
theory and Boltzmann’s kinetic theory of dilute gases. One could then ask: what is
the connection between the linear viscosity of a dilute gas as given by the Boltzmann
equation in terms of binary collision dynamics (e.g. as related to an eigenvalue of the
linear Boltzmann collision operator[51]) and the above mentioned expression for the
viscosity in terms of its two maximal Lyapunov exponents?
Before I end this mostly scientific presentation of Boltzmann’s work in statistical
mechanics and its heritage, I would like to remark that I have not just illustrated
Boltzmann’s work from a scientific but also from time to time from a human or psy-
chological point of view. I believe that the latter aspects are too often missing in the
discussion of scientists, especially those of the recent past. The “psychological” re-
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marks are usually confined to anecdotes and occasional non-scientific comments. This
is in contrast to what happens in the arts, where musicians, painters and especially
writers are critically “psychoanalyzed” as to their behavior, their motivations and the
connection between their personality and their work. In fact, this does exist to some
degree for some scientists of the remote past, e.g. for Newton[52]. Of all nineteenth
century scientists Boltzmann seems to be one of the most openly human and deeply
tragic, i.e., an obvious candidate for such an endeavor. I hope that this often missing
human dimension in the discussion of scientists and their work will be developed,
although it is admittedly difficult to find writers who have both the scientific and the
human perception and depth to do this[53].
I would like to conclude with two quotations, one about the work and one about
the man. The first is from the obituary lecture by Lorentz, given one year after
Boltzmann’s death[54]. This quotation is perhaps even more applicable now than it
was then and expresses beautifully Boltzmann’s message for the future when Lorentz
says: “The old of which Boltzmann speaks [see page 9 above] has in our days, thanks
especially also to his own efforts, flowered to new, strong life, and even though its
appearance has changed and will certainly often change in the course of time, we may
yet hope that it will never get lost for science”.
The other is from Boltzmann’s 1899 lecture “On Recent Developments of the
Methods of Theoretical Physics”, mentioned before. It demonstrates that Boltz-
mann’s deep love for science transcended all his suffering in practicing it. Here, after
discussing the many achievements of atomism and the molecular theory of matter,
which cannot at all be obtained by just using macroscopic equations alone without
any further microscopic foundations - as is done in phenomenology or energetics - he
asks[55]: “Will the old mechanics with the old forces ... in its essence remain, or live on
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one day only in history ... superseded by entirely different notions? Will the essence
of the present molecular theory, in spite of all amplifications and modifications, yet
remain, or will one day an atomism totally different from the present prevail, or will
even, in spite of my proof[56], the notion of an absolute continuum prove to be the
best picture?” He concludes: “Indeed interesting questions! One almost regrets to
have to die long before they are settled. O! immodest mortal! Your destiny is the joy
of watching the ever-shifting battle!”[57].
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